
from the Morse Docencials ; (2) the contribution 
from the volume : dependent l att ice energy cO che 
formation ene r gy i s very large and must be 
ta~en into account; (3) the r e laxation near c~e 
vacancy is highly anisotropic a nd quite large 
bUe such relaxat i on energy contributes only 
about 25% of the formation energy . 

," t-Io rk supported by the Atomic Energy Commiss ion . 

Effect of Pressure on Equilibrium Vacancy 
Concentrat jon in Ph tinum .* ROY N. U!RlC''( , Univ . of 
Ar':'zon3. --Pre3sUl'e effects on t~.e relative vacancy 
concentra tions in 0.003 in. dia . reference grade 
platinum wires have been inferred fr~n resistance 
increases after que~ches in hi~h pressure argon . The 
quench rate is varied at each pressure (up to a 
6kbar ~bXL~um ) and the res~st~nce increase extrapolated 
to an infinite ouench r3te. A fo~ztion volume for 
vacancies in ul~tin~ is der~ved. ~1e results are 
much r.\ore sen;itive to :=urit~es than in the cases 
of gold and aluminum. Pr~vious results indicate that 
the vacancy loss aurin,; quench in platinum is by 
misration to dislocRtion sinks . The present results 
support this conclusion. 

*Work supported in part by the U. S. Ator.uc Energy 
Com:nission. 

FI4 Temperature Dependent Dislocation Contribution 
to Elastic Constants.* G. L. WIRE , R. O. SCH~~KER+ and 
A. V. GruL~ATO, Univers i ty of Illinois.--It was discovered 
by Thompson and HOlmesl t ha t the dislocation contribution 
to the elastic constants is strongly t emperature 
dependent, increasing by a factor of order five from 
helium to room temperature in low strain-amplitude 
measurements on pure copper. They developed a theory 
for the effect assuming (1) that only the short range 
part of the pinning potential ,.as important, and (2) that 
breakaway of the di slocation line would occur when the 
mean square thermal force exceeded a critical value . ~e 

have calculated this effect without t !,cse two assump
tions and found that the effect is quite small below 
room t emperature unless pinning strengths of at least 
four times smaller than those supposed (1110 eV) are 
assumed . The calculated thermal force is in agreem"nt 
with that of Thompson and Holmes, but the dislocation 
displacement obtained is much smaller than that observed. 

*Supported by National Science Foundation . 
+Present address: IBH Eas t Fishkill , Hopewell Junction, 
New York. 
ID. O. Thompson and D. K. Holmes, J. Appl. Phys . 3D, 
525 (1959) . 

FI5 The Effect of Superconductivitv on the Stress 
Relaxation in Indium.* J.M. GALLIGAN and M. SUENAGA, 
Brookhave n Nationa l Lab.-·When lead crystals are 
plastically deformed at low temperatures , the normal 
state flow stress is higher than the su perconducting 
state flow stress. l Some st ress-rel~~ation measure
ments of lead crystalsa have shown that this effect 
is consistent with an ultrasonic attenuation of a 
mobile dislocation throu gh an electron-dislocation 
interaction. We have measured the stress relaxation 
in indium crystals as a func tion of temperature, at 
temperatures below the superconducting critical tem
perature, and compared these results wi th pgssible 
models of dislocation-electron interaction. 
*Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Comm. 
lH. Kojima and T. Suzuki, Phys . Rev. Let ters 21, 290 
(1968) . 
3M. Suenaga and J .M. Ga lligan, Scripta Het. !!, 697 
(1970). 
sG.P. Huffman and N. Louat, Phys. Rev. ~etters 24, 
1053 (1920). 
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FI6 Ph.stic Deformation ')1' ~in ,' l ... Cryst'lb nf a. 
uhac., Cll-il All,ys 9.t 1. .2''K .* J . S.MCEARN,JR,andJ .w. 
I-ITl'C.lELL , VnLv . of Va . -- Square secticn",d sin£;l e cry. '. _ 
als cf Cu-7. 5 atomic<j, Al alloys with ( 321 ) axes aM 
(lii) and (iuS) surfaces were deformed in tens i on ut 
4.2"1< . The critical r esolved she ar stress was 2.97 + 
0 . 3h ';e mm- 2 . Etch pit observations by r eplica €le~-:r_ 
on microscopy show a high density of dislocations wi'l._ 
in narrow bands of deformation . The mean denSity .. a~ 
2 .3 x 108 cm- 2 . The dislocations appear as pile-ups , :' 
pcsitiv~ and negative dislocat ions on close - spaced 
clusters of glide planes . The t otal number of disloc
a"icns associated with a band was determined ~rom th~ 
inteGrated step height measured with the inte rferencp 
micr oscope . The bands sho\·/ uniform shear with this 
microscope and individual slip line s are usually not 
res olved . HiGh resolution r eplica e l ectr on microsc"=,py 
shows gr oups of slip t erraces which are more closely 
spaced than at higher temp~ ratures. Their spacings 
correspond to the spacings of the gl ide planes determb_ 
ed from the etch pits. The mean nwnber of dislocatiOl.s 
corr~sponding to the resolved slip terraces '.8S 460 . 
~Hcrk supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy CommiSSion. 

FI 7 Dislocations and Internal Friction in Titanium 
Carbide.* A. GERK, D. KOI!LSTEDT , and WE:-lDELL S . 
~1S, U. of Ill . *--As 'part of a study of dislocation 
motion in solids exhibiting strong bonding, we have 
investigated internal friction in titanium carbide at 
temperatures uP. to 1000·C. The Marx composite 
oscillator technique was used, and the specimens were 
polycrystals of large grain size . The decrement , 
related here to dislocation motion, increased rapidly 
at temperatures above approximately 650·C. The 
corresponding activation energy was 0.75 ± 0 . 10 eV . 
The resul ts will be compared with others obtained from 
compression t es ts on similar specimens . 

*This work was supported in part by the U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission under Contract AT(1l-1) -1198 . 

FI 8 Evidence for a New Mechanism for Internal 
Friction .* H. M. SllIPSON, A. SOSIN , and D. F. JOHNSON, 
Univ. of Utah--Investigations of the effect of electron 
irradiation on the damping in high purity copper show 
that the decrement can ~ncrease due to the addition of 
point defects. The magnitude of the increaseois depen
dent on annealing treatment; annealing at 763 K gave an 
increase of a factor of two , whereas a 1023 K anneal 
eliminated the peak . The modulus defect shows no peak:l 
iug effect but has a simple time dependence of (1 +at) 
for constant defect production rates; the magnitude 
varies from 4 . 0% to 0.85% for respective annealing tem
peratures of 7730 K and 10230 K. Irradiations pe&formed on 
samples which were previously annealed at 1023 K yield an 
approximately linear dependence between the decrement and 
the modulus defect. These observations are not consis
tent with the long-standing Grana to-Lucke theory but can 
be accounted for in terms of dislocations dragging t he 
radiation-induced point defects. 

*Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

FI 9 Vibrating String Model Analysis of Dis location 
Damping, 1·loJulus Defec t, and Pinning in Cop'Jer Crystals. 
V.K.PARE, II.D.GUBER.'IAN and P.B.DENEE,* Oak Ridge ~ation
al LaboratoryJ--The temperature dependence of disloca 
tion damping and resonant frequency ("'17 kHz) was mea
sured in copper crystals both in the annealed state and 
immediately following fast neutron irradiation at 20·K. 
Determination of dislocation density by etch pit counts 
made it possible to calculate all parameters in the am
plitude-independent vibrating string (Koehler/Granato
Lucke) model of dislocation damping. The calculated 
drag constant was higher than accepted values by a fac
tor of "'SO and showed little variation with temperature. 
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